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UK food manufacturer, Samworth Brothers, aims to corner the lucrative food-to-go market with the launch

of its website for new retail food brand, Fresh Food for Now Company (https://www.foodfornow.co.uk/).  



The website, built and launched in just four weeks by digital agency Coherence (http://coherence.co.uk/),

will play an important role in communicating the company's evolution from its previous Ginsters-branded

van delivery service, to showcase the wider range of products and services it provides to retailers. 



It represents a timely move with the UK food-to-go sector forecast to grow at twice the rate of overall

grocery retail and predicted to be worth £22.8bn by 2023

(https://www.igd.com/articles/article-viewer/t/food-to-go-takes-a-bite-out-of-grocery-retail-with-growth-to-228bn-predicted-by-2023-/i/20018).

With consumer needs constantly evolving, the transition to an agile-enabled website gives the company the

ability to adapt to market conditions. 



Coherence used its low code web development tool, Cohesion DX8 (http://cohesiondx.com/), to build and

launch the website at speed. By utilising DX8, the agency was able to integrate bespoke coding with

visual drag-and-drop tools to drive productivity. 



The website will also promote Samworth Brothers’ commercial expertise in driving sales and providing

customer insights, and retail customers will soon be able to order products directly from the site. 



“Normally you'd be looking at ten to twelve weeks to launch a simple brochure-style website, so to

launch a more complex project in less than half the time was impressive,” said Alastair Johns, Head of

Brand & Category at Food for Now. “We're in a fast-moving agile market so we need to be able to respond

to new trends and customer demand at any time, and the DX8 platform will enable us to do this. In future,

our marketing team will take greater control over messaging and how items are displayed on the page, and

become less reliant on the agency itself. 



“We have ambitious plans to increase our market share in the food-to-go sector and we believe our new

website will play a vital role in making that possible.” 



Besides providing useful features, information and guidance to existing customers, the website will

operate as a lead generation tool for new customers.  



Coherence collaborated with branding agency Ape Creative (https://www.apecreative.com/) to position the

Fresh Food for Now Company site as a one-stop shop for a wide range of quality food-to-go products,

including brands such as Honest Crust, Soreen and Ginsters.  

 

“The Fresh Food for Now Company project is a perfect example of how to launch a minimum viable product

quickly and start learning from how people are using it, while continuing to improve features and

functionality,” said Craig Hanna, Director at Cohesion DX8. “In today's digital world, lengthy

research projects quickly become outdated and that's particularly true in the food industry.” 
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Click here

(https://www.drupal.org/case-study/samworth-brothers-rapid-launch-of-new-food-retail-brand-fresh-food-for-now)

to access the full Drupal case study for this project.  





About Fresh Food for Now Company (https://www.foodfornow.co.uk/) 

Launched by UK food manufacturer, Samworth Brothers, the Fresh Food For Now Company is a one-stop

solution bringing together market leading products to enable retailers to fully stock their food-to-go

offering. Operating across 16 nationwide sales offices, the company will complete 20,000 deliveries a

week, supplying forecourts, motorway service stations, student union shops and convenience stores

countrywide.  





About Coherence (https://www.coherence.co.uk/) and Cohesion DX8 (http://cohesiondx.com/) 

Coherence is a digital agency which creates precision-engineered Drupal 8 websites, provides technology

for agile marketing and empowers digital teams. Clients include Royal Mail, the NHS, Truprint and Close

Brothers, Britain’s biggest private bank.  

 

Coherence is powered by the proprietary technology of Cohesion DX8, a productivity toolkit that uses

Drupal 8 as its core platform. It allows brands to build enterprise level websites in a more productive

way, with less resource and with more control, representing a significant development in enterprise CMS

solutions.  



Services include personalisation, multi-site and multi-lingual capabilities, application development and

service design plus more aggressive conversion rate optimisation. The DX8 technology can also be

white-labelled by other digital agencies. 
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